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Abstract
Three-dimensional lightweight material building blocks, through the combination
of molecular design of material behavior and microscale geometric patterning,
show promise to revolutionize the ability to dissipate energy and manipulate wave
propagation. Such materials are desirable for a broad array of applications such as
structural components, catalysts supports and energy efficient materials.
In this seminar, I will present our development of three dimensional
micro/nanofabrication technique, projection microstereolithography (PuSL), to
enable design and exploration of digitally coded multifunctional and multimaterial
lightweight metastructures at unprecedented dimensions. The ultra-high resolution
and multi-material capabilities of the 3D printing system and the modeling tools
developed can be used to design and fabricate architected materials for combined
functions, including energy absorption, thermal insulation, actuation/morphing,
electrical conduction, cooling channels, and micro-scale heat exchangers. These
structures show promise on focusing and rerouting acoustic waves through
broadband and highly transparent metamaterials.
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